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Course Overview

A three-day learning program for any individual learner
that offers valuable insights into important financial areas
and essential for making sound financial decisions. The
course is structured to help understand the basic concepts
related to different avenues of Investment, Trading and
various Market Instruments

Who will get benefits from this?

Students | Teachers | Investors | Employees of BPOs/IT
Companies | Employees of Brokers/Sub-Brokers | Housewives
| Anyone who is interested to learn about capital market



Key Features

Certificate from Empirical F & M Academy

Earn a Certificate of Completion from Empirical F & M
Academy.

Understand the implications of finance on various
corporate activities and helping to take decisions on a
company’s performance

Learn to create a portfolio from scratch in the Simulator
based practical training on Real Time Markets through
NSE Smart.

Be in a better position to discuss relevant financial issues
with finance managers/stakeholders in their organisation

Understand why knowledge Financial Management is
essential to grow up in the Organisational Chart?

Learn from anywhere at your comfort

Practical Usage of Finance Knowledge

Create portfolios in Simulator Market

Smart discussion maker in the competitor world

Gain Knowledge in the corporate world

Self-paced recording sessions 



Course Structure:

Primary Market Instruments like IPO and the workings of the
Secondary Market and the role of different market
participants.

1.  Financial Market at a Glance

2. Concept of Stock Market Index and its calculation

- Market capitalization weighted index 
- Price weighted index 
- Equally weighted index

Practical Example of the case study Rupee and Commodity
value.

3.  Time Value of Money

Case study with Real Market example for the trade cycle with
NSmart Simulator application.

4.  Learn about the trade life cycle, the process of trading,
risk management, contract notes, etc.



Type of Mutual funds Scheme and Selection of Mutual Fund
criteria.

7.  Mutual Funds - Its Schemes 

Debt Market: Corporate Bond, G-Sec and other instruments.

5.  Fixed Income Instruments. Risk / Return Matrix 

Type of Corporate Actions with example.

6.  Corporate Actions & its meanings

Course Structure:



The Faculty:

Highly Qualified faculty (Including CA, CFA, FRM, MBA, and Ph.D.
holders) having experience working in the Corporate World. So that
they can give a better understanding of financial concepts with real-
world implications. Along with giving real-life examples the faculty
will also support you in solving the real-life scenario and help the
learners innovate in business practice. 

The Empirical F & M Academy faculty team includes outstanding
educators and researchers from both the academic and business
sectors, contributing towards the overall professional and personal
growth of the students. Interactions with prominent leaders/senior
executives from the industry, allowing you to benefit from the
experience gained in leading positions around the globe. Empirical F &
M Academy Faculty are highly qualified and experienced faculty and
are the greatest asset of the Organisation.



Contact Information

Registration/Fees:

FEES - INR 4999/- (Inclusive of 18% GST)

Payment Link:

Counselor: Abhijit Singh  

Contact Number: +91 98339 60317

https://rzp.io/l/irwd4vdGie

https://rzp.io/l/irwd4vdGie

